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1. Introduction 

The revised European directives PSD2 are causing major progress in the implementation of a Single 

Europe Payment Area (SEPA). It enhances the legal framework and facilitates competition and 

innovation on payment services market. The European Commission highlights that PSD2 brings 

security, safety and enables the possibility for new players to enter the market of new payment 

services. Besides the action plan of European Commission, much more ambitious Standards are in 

construction in UK since the beginning of 90’ : The Open-bank Standards – an open-source API for 

bank that could definitely revolutionize the customer journey in retail banking. Is the Open-Bank 

Standards the destination of European payment services ? 

2. Payment services structure – PSD2 framework 

Following the first PSD directives aimed to bring consistency and harmonization of the European 

payment services, PSD2 has the ambition to extend the legal platform of SEPA by opening the 

payment market place to new competitors. The main regulatory innovation is aiming to allow a third 

party to manage data related to payment initiation services (PISP) and Account Information Services 

Providers (AISP). This access is commonly referred as XS2A. The trigger of the regulation is obviously 

a willingness from the European Commission to bring competition, innovation and a better 

protection of consumers.1 

 

 

                                                           
1 Directive 2015/2366/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2015 on payment services in the 
internal market, amending Directives 2002/65/EC, 2009/110/EC and 2013/36/EU and Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010, and 
repealing Directive 2007/64/EC 



 
This data sharing between client, bank, PISP and AISP can be automated through the use of API. The 

European Commission has granted authority to the European Banking Authority to create a RTS 

(Regulatory Technical Standard) regarding PSD2 recommendation on the content of data exchanged 

through API’s. 

Despite the innovative approach of PSD2, API adoption for payment services is not a new initiative 

regarding a significant number of actors in non-bank payment services providers that publish APIs 

interface in order to guarantee access to their data & services. Indeed, the UK Government’s Treasury 

Department has already published in September 2014 a paper outlining its “intention to deliver an 

open Application Programming Interface (API) standard in UK banking”2. This point of view of open 

Application is a step further that PSD2 and can already be put in place thanks to Open Bank Standards, 

and private initiatives, such as the Open Bank Projects.  

3. Open Bank Standards – A UK Initiative 

In the end of 2015, the Majesty’s Treasure (HM) of UK has requested the creation of a working group 

on such topic: Open Banking Working Group (OBWG). The goal of this organization is to collect ideas 

and input from public & private actors on the way how data can enhance the ability of citizen to make 

transactions, invest or save money, help consumer to get more control over their banking data and 

ease the market access for Fintech and other financial companies, by the use of these data on behalf 

of clients and customers. Of course, the main incentive of the Budget HM Treasury is to create 

favourable conditions for a rapid growth of UK Fintech and foster the legal framework around the use 

of such technologies. 

The OBWG has then created a guide, the Open Banking Standards, that could be defined as a 

framework on the data architecture that should be applied. One of the reasons in the use of such data 

models is that there is a need to ensure and protect privacy. The only way to do it properly is to keep 

data in a secured environment. Beside privacy aspects, a data model allows to tackle technical 

challenges. Nowadays, banking data (i.e. payments history) are not stored in machine-readable 

formats. Sharing these data to a third party is then problematic as these data have to be reworked 

and structured to make them usable in a classical program.  

The data model of the OPWG is inspired by an open data architecture, which means that “Access to 

private data through open APIs can only be given by permission of the data owner (whether individual 

or business) only, subject to approved security and technical standards”3. This logic is a good start to 

guarantee privacy security but as a numerous volume of data is generated in the use of financial 

instruments, the question of ownership is open. Who owns the data related to transactions? How to 

manage the ownership if these data are shared through open APIs? 

To tackle this problematic, the Open Banking Working Group suggests than an Open License (i.e 

Creative Commons licenses) should be applied to bank product information. That requires a free 

                                                           
2 HM Treasury (2015), Banking for the 21st Century: driving competition and choice. 
3 Open Data Institute (2016), Open Banking Helping customers, banks and regulators take banking into a truly 21st-century, 
connected digital economy. 



 
distribution instead of a use of copyrights4. It allows flexibility in the distribution of information while 

the ownership is guaranteed. This system is used is other open projects such as Wikipedia. This can 

foster the convenience behind the use of financial data. In the list of recommendations expressed by 

the OPWG over the open data architecture, the group highlights the importance to have clear data 

literacy and that the client is able to manage efficiently every data sharing. Customer has to be able 

to give an explicit access to a specific data, and this authorization has to be renewed regularly5. The 

revocation has to be as easy to use that the data sharing. Finally, the platform has to show proactively 

a precise dashboard on the status of client’s data, and helping them in encouraging customer to fully 

understand the scope of such functionalities. 

 

In the list of key recommendation, the OBS tackle issues around several topics such as security, 

communications, regulatory framework, standards or governance. Regarding the data architecture 

and structure, OBS also highlights the necessity to have a distinction between read-permission 

(without modification of data) and write-permission (with authorization to modify the data in a 

predefined scope). “As a principle, existing standards, datasets and structures should be reused 

where possible and appropriate.”6 

 

There is then an excellent synergy between OBS and PSD2. In terms of vision, the rationality behind 

the OBS can be compared to the intention of PSD2 legislators: improve the competition and stimulate 

innovation. Regarding the data architecture recommended by PSD2 and OPWG, there is in both cases 

this principle of permissions to access private data through the use of Open APIs. PSD2 was then seen 

                                                           
4 Ibid 
5 Creative Commons (2017), Licenses. Online access: http://www.creativecommons.be/node/2. 
6 Open Banking Working Group (2016), The Open Banking Standard Unlocking the potential of open banking to improve 
competition, efficiency and stimulate innovation. 



 
in UK as a good improvement in the legal framework for a rapid adoption of such open banking 

standards. Today, the perspectives of Brexit raise interrogations on the roadmap of such adoption. 

4. Open Banking Standards – A win-win situation of industry & 

consumers 

Consumers 

Obviously, a massive adoption of open banking standards will bring transparency and full access form 

customers to their own financial data. It then allows a better visibility on the competition and finds 

better tools or platforms to manage their money. 

 

Industry – New challenger 

Having an access to open bank data in a structured way, with a comprehensive legal framework is an 

extraordinary opportunity from new challengers to enter the banking market. 

Industry – Traditional retail banks 

The neo-banking approach suggested by OBS can significantly enhances the relation of the client with 

the bank, improve a large variety of processes involving client, reduce costs, highlights efficiencies and 

add value to their customer base. It increases the share of knowledge for lending, and can provide a 

good base for fraud detectors monitoring.7 

5. Beyond PSD2 and the UK: Open Bank Project 

The Open Bank Project (OBP) can be defined as an architecture to directly implement open API’s 

access to banks. It is interesting to observe this private initiative as this project embraces the large 

majority of recommendations and specifications provided by the OBS. The OBP provides open source 

resources based on account holder’s transaction data. From a technical point of view, it offers and 

supports OAuth, a secured Internet protocol. The major strength is that “The Open Bank Projects API 

abstracts away the differences in banking systems and provides a uniform technical interface so that 

software developers can easily build secure services on top of the bank”8. Any technical or commercial 

barriers have been removed since the use of the code is open to commercial licenses. 

 

 

                                                           
7 Open Bank Standards (2017), For Banks. Online Access: https://openbankStandards.com/for-banks/. 
8 Ibid. 



 

 

        Source: Open Bank Project Website 

a. Enabling third party to build services & application 

One obvious objective of Open Bank Project is to allow and enable new players to create specific 

services in the traditional schemes of banking institutions. By using OBP frameworks, innovative 

initiatives have already been launched in US, UK or other European countries. 

ForFirm 

ForFirm offer a bank account management, able to merge several banking information from different 

institutions. It provides a dashboarding, a transaction manager & analysis tool. The Main strength of 

the solution is that it is PSD2 compliant and can then offer flexibility to bank to adopt a complaint app 

and offer flexibility to increase the open access of the platform. 

Akoni 

Specifically design for SME businesses, Akoni provides large-scale corporate treasury solutions aimed 

to “ensures your cash is always earning the best possible rates through our bank integrations and 

rebalancing your accounts”9. It demonstrates that OPB framework can provide large solutions that 

goes beyond the tradition customer banking interface 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Hello Akoni (2017), Homepage. Online Access: https://helloakoni.com. 



 
b. Give Transparently options 

Interesting feature of OBP is his ability to integrate transparency aspects. It can create new channels 

of communication and trust between clients and banks. The OBP library is available on Github. 

InvestGlass 

This innovative tool target wealth advisors, asset managers and private banks. It integrate a robot 

advisor based on transparency rules. Decision and rationality behind the tool are documented and is 

reflected is the base of the tool, inspired by OBP tools. 

6. Conclusions 

As we can see, public and private initiatives are emerging. Some of them put in place a regulatory 

frameworks (PSD2), some national working group provide a methodological support to an extension 

of such regulatory frameworks, while several private initiatives have already deployed a technical 

solution that can be immediately used. It is then quite clear that PSD2 is just a first step into the 

complete digital transformation of financial institutions, the destination of regulatory framework in 

Europe will be driven by then a need of more shared data with open standards. Even if challenges 

faced by the financial institutions to implement an open approach are significant, the open banking 

standards, and open banking project give you then an excellent insight on the destination of PSD2 in 

upcoming years in financial institutions. 

Mathieu Doyen 
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